PRODUCING EXPLOSIONS OF ADAPTATIVE ENERGY
You can use NUTRI-SPEC objective test procedures to have a major,
immediate impact on your patients’ body chemistries --- and thus, on their
symptoms. Yes, immediate, and dramatic. ----- You have patients with
symptoms manifest at the tissue level of biological organization that must be
controlled now. You have patients on the Diphasic Nutrition Plan who are
doing well, with Vital Reserves markedly improved, who still need some kind of
push to get over a nagging symptom or two. You have patients on whom you
have done the full NUTRI-SPEC testing and Metabolic Therapy whose
Imbalances have responded well, and are ready to transition into their lifelong
Diphasic Nutrition Plan, yet need an extra booster to get fully energized.
NUTRI-SPEC gives you everything you need to be quite assertive with these
patients.
You need a way to use your extraordinary supplements to their full
potential. You must have the means to administer them with sufficient
specificity.
You absolutely must learn to aim at the root of
ImmunoNeuroEndocrine Stress; to destroy any barriers to efficient energy
utilization; to conquer INFLAM-AGING. You must learn to strategically employ
these deeply penetrating supplements to control the Vicious Cycles dominating
the immune system, the autonomic nervous system, and the hormonal system.
----- Your patients can forget about throwing money away on remedies for
this and that symptom. --- Within the NUTRI-SPEC paradigm of patientspecific nutrition, you have the following 2 quick and easy objective test
procedures allowing you to zero in on each patient’s most immediate needs:
-

Tissue Acid/Alkaline Balancing
Sympathetic/Parasympathetic Support System

Your Tissue Acid/Alkaline Balance Testing gives you the means to identify
the Acid or Alkaline character of symptoms expressed at the tissue level of
biological organization.
These include pain, itching, vertigo, edema,
inflammation, and many types of fatigue. This tissue level testing is described
elsewhere in your NUTRI-SPEC literature under the name Pain Control. The
easily employed analysis allows you to identify the most likely Tissue
Acid/Alkaline Imbalance, and nail it with ultra-specific Metabolic Therapy.
With this highly specific yet quick & easy analysis--- you will be amazed at the
power you have to control symptoms now.
While your Tissue Acid/Alkaline Balancing relies on Urine and Saliva pH
and Urine Specific Gravity along with Respiratory Rate and Breath Hold, your
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Sympathetic/Parasympathetic Support System includes the Respiratory Rate,
but relies almost entirely upon heart rate changes sitting to supine and your …
DERMOGRAPHICS AND EDEMA ANALYSIS.
With your NUTRI-SPEC Tissue Acid/Alkaline Balancing and your
Sympathetic/Parasympathetic Support System you offer your patients far more
than clinical nutrition. Your primary role is as …
YOUR PATIENTS’ METABOLIC THERAPIST.
No one but you can break down the barriers blocking their capacity …
-

to access the vast energy reserves stored in their bulging fat cells

-

to burn more energy in the fires of joyful living

-

to push fully charged electrolytes across cell and mitochondria membranes

-

to activate adrenal power on demand

-

to defend against adrenal stress

-

to vigorously leap from the depths of hypoglycemia

-

to pull carbs and fats with balanced efficiency through the pathways of
oxidative energy production

-

to pump vitality juice through the entire ImmunoNeuroEndocrine system

Your NUTRI-SPEC supplements are your complete set of therapeutic tools --each product a one-of-a-kind formulation --- giving you the precision of a
skilled craftsman to rebuild your patients’ ADAPTATIVE CAPACITY by:
-

accessing and mobilizing stored fat
igniting the fires of high-vitality living
maximizing membrane selective permeability
integrating Immune, Neurological, and Endocrine functions
restoring BALANCE to the Water/Electrolyte, Anaerobic/Dysaerobic,
Glucogenic/Ketogenic, Sympathetic/Parasympathetic, and Acid/ Alkaline
control systems
defending against the assault of Prostaglandin-Nitric Oxide INE Stress
pumping up the VITAL RESERVES that begin to fade at age 33, and that
often fall off a cliff at age 53.
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If you want to inject a little “magic” into your NUTRI-SPEC Metabolic Therapy,
focus on this concept of barriers. All the incredible health rebuilding benefits
of your NUTRI-SPEC Metabolic Therapy and Diphasic Nutrition Plan can …
CATAPULT YOUR PATIENTS TO TOTAL EMPOWERMENT …
much faster if you can blast away the barriers blocking their paths to
metabolic efficiency. You not only have precision tools to rebuild your patients’
health, but also a complete arsenal of powerful weapons to blast these barriers
out of the road. Your Oxy Tonic and Oxy D+, your Electro Tonic plus
electrolytes, and your phosphoric and hydrochloric proton donors are all
powerful cannons that can give you …
LIGHTNING STRIKE POWER TO INJECT ELECTRIFYING VITALITY.
The challenge is aiming these cannons with enough focus to maximize Vital
Reserves while blasting away INE Stress.
That is where your Tissue
Acid/Alkaline Balancing and Sympathetic/Parasympathetic Support System
come into play. Instead of using your most reactive NUTRI-SPEC supplements
as disease-specific, trial-and-error remedies, you have patient-specific,
objective tests to guide you in attacking symptoms. --- And by “attacking
symptoms” you are not merely taking a shot at short-term relief, but
specifically …
AIMING AT THE CAUSES …
of those symptoms.
You will learn to tell all your patients, “Your (fatigue, pain, allergies,
depression, weight gain, blood pressure, arthritis, tummy distress, sinusitis,
etc., etc.) is not your problem, it is the result of your problem. The cause of
your (symptom) is one or more Imbalances in your body chemistry that is
stressing your Immune System, your Nervous System, and your Hormone
System so severely it is breaking down your strength to resist. That is why we
run our tests --- to zero in as quickly as possible on these Imbalances that are
breaking you down.”
So, here is your most direct approach to giving your patients …
EXPLOSIONS OF ADAPTATIVE ENERGY.
-

Use your DNP as the foundation of your practice --- since --- even if you do
full Metabolic Testing, an individualized DNP is where you are headed after
3-10 weeks, anyway.
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-

Do as much objective testing as you and your staff can do --- either before
transitioning to a DNP, or after a DNP for a month or two has settled the
patient a bit.

-

Full NUTRI-SPEC Testing is the ideal if you can pull it off --- but if you
cannot, either because of staff limitations or because the patient is being
drugged silly --- do not despair. You have 2 quick and easy objective test
procedures that will yield clinically actionable information to augment a
patient’s DNP.

-

Which of the 2 abridged NUTRI-SPEC testing procedures do you use? It
varies depending on the capabilities of you and your staff, and on the
particular patient.
o The Tissue Acid/Alkaline Balance Testing involves doing Saliva and
Urine pH and Urine Specific Gravity, as well as the Respiratory Rate
and Breath Hold testing. If that works for you, your staff, and the
patient, then go for it --- particularly in patients with immediately
pressing symptoms such as acute pain, vertigo, itching/hives, etc.
o Use the Sympathetic/Parasympathetic Support System Analysis any
time on any patient. This Analysis is nearly as comprehensive as the
full NUTRI-SPEC Metabolic Testing --- yet requires only a fraction of
the time to implement.
It requires only that you do the
Dermographics + Edema Testing along with counting two heart rates
and Respiratory Rate. The results of those tests plug neatly into an
analysis Table that can give you exactly the supplements your patient
needs today.

The recommended supplements include the powerfully energizing
supplements plus the foundational supplements needed to support that vitality
boost. (And of course, all your patients should be benefiting from Activator,
Immuno-Synbiotic, and Eat Well – Be Well.)
--- Stop and think how truly amazing is your ability to learn so much about
your patients’ metabolic functions with such a quick and easy analysis …
BLOW AWAY the BARRIERS to HIGH VITALITY …
CONQUER INFLAM-AGING --- NOW.

